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Timothy Nathan tells us how his work with the excellent Flying Scholarships for
the Disabled earned him the ultimate aviation ‘perk’

A

nyone who has spotted my aircraft
around the circuit in the last few
months will have noticed that it is sporting
an unusual colour scheme. It is now decked
out in Flying Scholarships for the Disabled
(FSD) livery, quite distinctive from the
normal coloured cheat lines. You might
think that offering to be a flying billboard
for FSD is a noble and selfless act, but you
would be quite wrong. It was a purely selfinterested way of getting to be the leader of
a formation of Spitfires and Hurricanes, and
to have some real live heroes in the ‘back of
the cab.’
FSD was first created by the Royal
International Air Tattoo (RIAT) in
memory of Sir Douglas Bader, that beacon
of disabled flying. For those who are
not familiar with the organisation, it is a
wonderful charity which enables disabled
people (some of them very seriously

disabled, as you will read below) to get
self confidence, skills and, in some cases,
a will to live through learning to fly. Most
people see being a pilot as the preserve of fit,
healthy, able people and it seems surprising
to them that someone who maybe has
no legs, or has severe Cerebral Palsy, can
learn to fly. This can mean, for example,
that a soldier who has come back from
Afghanistan missing limbs, or someone who
has spent all their lives being patronised and
talked down to, can reaffirm their ability to
contribute to society by demonstrating to
themselves as well as to others that they can
perform a complex task to a high level.
The seeds of the Spitfire & Hurricane
event which I’m about to recount go
back eighteen months. Four PPL/IR
Europe members, Robert Lough, Edwin
Brenninkmeyer, Dierk Reuter and I, flew
our four aircraft on a formation trip P 19 ►
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Notes to Members
PPL/IR Europe Spring Meeting and AGM

This will take place at Coventry Airport (EGBE),
10:30-16:00 Saturday 9th April 2011. The
Venue is the Departure Hall, South Terminal
Building, Coventry Airport, Siskin Parkway West,
Coventry, CV3 4PB, United Kingdom.
The day will include presentations from Mark
Bravery (Jeppesen) on Jepp charting services and
from Bill Schillhammer (Avidyne) on in-cockpit
surveillance and satellite weather solutions. These
will be followed by the annual general meeting.
Further information, maps and booking forms
are available on the website at http://www.pplir.
org > Events > Forthcoming Events or from Steve
Dunnett (meetings@pplir.org). The booking
deadline is Friday 1 April 2011.

Greek Island Trip, from Jim Thorpe

We will be having a trip to Greece around 7 -14
May 2011. Traditionally this has been a 9 day trip.
However in order to encourage those with less
time or those who want a little less flying and more
sight seeing this trip is designed to be flexible. The
idea is to route out via Montenegro and spend a
night there. We will then base ourselves in Corfu
where fuel is guaranteed. Most of the Greek
islands and the lesser know areas of Northern
Greece are easily achieved in a round trip without
the need for refuelling. We will aim for mid-range
accommodation on Corfu with the thought that
those who might want to spend a night away
can retain their Corfu base to minimise hauling
baggage backwards and forwards. We will share car
hire on Corfu appropriate to participant numbers
and individual preferences. On the return, those
who wish can spend a night on Lido in Venice.
The detail is up to you with as much or as little
support as you wish. Formal arrangements will
start with the Saturday evening in Montenegro
followed by 6 night’s accommodation in Corfu.
There will be a number of day trips proposed but
participation is voluntary. It is quite possible for
faster aircraft to reach Montenegro (or indeed
Corfu) in a single days hard flying from the UK.
On the other hand a very relaxed 2/3 day routing
with over nights at Cannes and/or Pula is equally
viable. For the return from Venice pilots can
either retrace their steps through France or cross
the lower end of the Alps though Austria. For
the moment email an expression of interest to
deputychairman@pplir.org. Please give some
indication of any preferences as to overall duration
or indeed anything else. If you have friends who are
thinking about getting an IR, considering that this
is a flexible trip, we are willing to accept aircraft
restricted to VFR and provide help with
VFR routings.      
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You want how much for AVGAS?
Steve Hirlehey shares his thoughts on the
rising cost of Avgas and what can be done
about it

A Wilkschengined RV9.
Ugly cowling,
but a great
paint job, very
attractive fuel
burn, hourly
rate, range
and payload!

I

’m not a whiner, but in the UK, the price
of petrol for cars has risen swiftly and
inexorably over the last couple of years.
From a steep £0.87 pence a litre as recently
as January 2009, it has now climbed to an
unbelievable £1.30 in January 2011.The
‘smart money’ is on it rising to £1.50 a litre
by this summer. Meanwhile, US pilots are
livid at paying an exorbitant $3.11 for a US
gallon of 91 octane for the same motor fuel
(yes – that converts to £0.51a litre!). All of
this is incredibly bad news for anyone who
drives a car, but these prices are a positive
bargain when compared to the AVGAS fuel
prices that most of us now pay for flying
a light aircraft. The recent major January
increase in AVGAS prices at my local airfield
(and at airfields around the country) got me
seriously thinking about my flying future.
I’m not going to immediately throw in the
towel, or go dashing out to sell my share in
the RV6 and buy a Rotax-engined LSA. I
am, though, now seriously thinking about
my next step in aircraft ownership and
how I can make my flying affordable and
‘future-proof’. This Damascene moment
occurred just before I read an article in Flyer
magazine about a Wilksch-engined RV9.
My (prejudiced) gut-reaction before even
opening the magazine was ‘damn that’s
ugly!’ followed by a haughty ‘why would
you?’ It was, however, enough to start me
thinking. I am not mechanically gifted, or
even particularly mechanically interested. I
know as much about aero engines as I read
in Trevor Thom for my PPL exams ten

years ago. I can add oil to an aero engine
with confidence and, in extremis, I think I
could manage to change a spark plug. That’s
about it. Notwithstanding my mechanical
limitations, it did seem to me that now is a
good time to start thinking seriously about
what I will be using to fuel my next engine.
That, in turn, got me reflecting on different
engine technologies, and what they might
hold for the future.

AVGAS

The majority of light aircraft are still
powered by legacy air-cooled petrol engines
made mainly by Lycoming or Continental.
These are amazing beasts in this day and
age, and the technology used completely
floors non-aviation friends; especially
those who know a bit about cars. These
aero engines are still built using 1930’s
technology that has remained pretty much
unchanged to the present day. The engine in
my own aircraft is typical. It’s a Lycoming
0-320 that delivers a maximum 160 horse
power. The ‘320’ signifies the ‘swept volume’
of the four gigantic cylinders expressed
in cubic inches. That converts to 5.2
litres. A four cylinder 5.2 litre engine that
delivers a whopping (not really) 160 horse
power! Compare this to a typical modern
car engine of 1.4 litres producing about 90
horse power. Each cylinder normally has
two spark plugs per cylinder with the spark
being created by two sets of magnetos.
Magnetos have not been commonly used
on cars since the 1940s. One set of mags
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drive one of the plugs in each cylinder and
the second drives the second etc. Actually
not necessarily such a bad arrangement, as
it means that if the battery dies, the engine
doesn’t care and carries on with the plugs
sparking merrily. If one set of mags fails, the
second set continues to run the engine, albeit
at a reduced power level. What these engine
deliver is a very slow revving engine which
directly drives the propeller (let’s ignore VP
props for now), at typically between 2000 –
2400 rpm in the cruise, with a maximum of
2650-ish rpm flat out. If the engine turned
the propeller any faster, the tips of it would
exceed the speed of sound and make an
incredible noise, but more importantly create
a lot of supersonic and transonic turbulence
which would seriously impact the lift or
‘bite’ of the propeller and therefore its ability
to pull/push the plane along. An engine
revving at these speeds means that you don’t
need the added mechanical complexity of a
reduction gearbox. This is of course a useful
consideration, as the more complexity you
have the more points of failure there are and
the more weight there is to carry.
As part of the cost of their outdated
technology, most of these engines must use
a high octane leaded gasoline - AVGAS.
Now I know there is a school of thought
that says you can use unleaded for a while in
some of these engines, alternated with fills of
normal leaded AVGAS, but I think most of
us stick with 100% AVGAS, and indeed this
is required by the certification requirements
of most aircraft. AVGAS is a fuel containing
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Fuel price comparison

MOGAS

£ per litre
Fuel price comparison (£ per litre)

This is just another name for the petrol that you put into your car.
It hard for a motorist to think that £1.30 for a litre of 95 octane
unleaded is a bargain, but imagine if you had a car-type engine in
your light aircraft. The fuel burn would be considerably less for
about the same horse power (usually 15-20 litres an hour vs 25-30
litres an hour using AVGAS engines) and of course the price per litre
would be one-third cheaper litre for each litre, and a whopping near
A V GA S
two-thirds
cheaper when you take into account the lower fuel burn
MOGA S
forA Vthe
TUR same power. The downside? Well, a modern car engine revs
at 4500 rpm for peak efficiency, so a reduction gearbox is needed.
And of course, car engines don’t use magnetos, so you are tied to
a battery. The battery dies and your engine stops – not nice if you
are in the air at the time. Having said that, the engine itself is much
smaller and lighter, reduction gearboxes are increasingly reliable, as
are modern batteries and ignition systems, and you can carry two
batteries/ignition systems anyway.
The other advantage is that these modern engines are liquidcooled. While that adds further additional weight, it means that you
don’t have to worry about engine over-heating at high power setting
or shock cooling at low power settings, and the engine temperature
is maintained pretty much at the optimum for fuel and emission
efficiency. Modern mogas engines for light aircraft do exist, ‘Rotax’
being the largest output manufacturer. The downside is that these
are relatively small engines aimed at the very light aircraft (VLA) end
of the market. The largest such engine is the Rotax 914 which can
only pump out 115 horse power – so of limited value for our RV6
which really does need at least 140 and better still 160 horses (and of
course hopeless for, say, a Piper Arrow).
The certification costs of transferring Rotax technology to
certified aircraft would be very large. This aside, one wonders what
the technical and commercial objections would be to manufacturers
developing a similar 1.6 or even 2.0 litre mogas engine? There
are plenty of engines this size driving cars around, and several
manufacturers have already developed certified diesel engines of
this size which share many of the same features, as discussed below.
Many pilots are looking at MOGAS Rotax type engines and the new
VLA or ‘Light Sport’ type aircraft now emerging as a longer term
and economically viable alternative to AVGAS engines. There is a
huge demand for unleaded motor fuel that will not be going away
any time soon (notwithstanding the advent of electric cars, which
still have a long way to go). Of course the problem is that unless
you fancy taxying your VLA along normal roads (no, no one really
owns a Terrfugia), you can’t assume that supplies of MOGAS will
be available on-airfield for you to refuel. So for touring, if AVGAS
availability is patchy and getting worse, finding MOGAS often
means hunting around with a jerry can. For UK instrument pilots,
non-certified, aircraft are not an option, as (unlike in the USA), noncertified aircraft are not permitted to fly in IMC in most of Europe.
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lead and generally 100 octane (also referred to as 100LL for ‘low
lead’ to keep the green campaigners happy). This is the sort of
fuel that we used to see at the pumps for cars before unleaded fuel
became mandatory, albeit cars used a lower octane. The problem
with using AVGAS is that we in the aviation community encounter
the harsh laws of supply and demand. Relative to other fuels, the
demand for AVGAS is miniscule, being limited to the light aviation
market, aviation warbirds and maybe some vintage cars. So given
that producing such a small quantity of ‘hobby fuel’ is a major hassle
for oil producers and distributors, the price is correspondingly high.
As there are not many suppliers competing to produce and supply
AVGAS they can charge pretty high prices. It also means that
supplies are not secure and constant. Witness many French airfields
running out of AVGAS (or at least restricting its sale to locally based
aircraft) every summer. AVGAS is very expensive, and was even
before the recent huge price hike. Pump prices at my airfield are now
£1.74 a litre (and Gloucestershire Airport is one of the good guys
when it comes to AVGAS prices). Given that my RV6 gets through
25 – 30 litres in an air hour, that hurts a lot!
By way of comparison with the vibrant US General Aviation scene,
they too will tell you that they are staggering under that burden of
an eye-watering AVGAS price of $5.00 plus a US Gallon. That is
£0.83 a litre – huh, £0.83 pence a litre? Yep, that’s under half the UK
price. Small wonder that what appetite there is to find alternative
fuel / engine combinations comes from Europe (with our cousins in
the US faintly puzzled by such antics).
The other consideration is how much longer the oil industry will
continue to bother with AVGAS production, at any price. There are
projects underway to come up with unleaded alternatives, but no
one currently has any estimates for when these will become widely
available. In the meantime, the betting is on AVGAS in the UK
being more than £2.00 a litre by the summer. How much longer will
AVGAS continue to be available at all – 5 years, 10 years max? A
quick glance at the back pages of the flying magazines shows lower
and lower prices for legacy spamcan aircraft as more pilots are either
bailing out of flying altogether, or seeking refuge in the new Light
Sport/VLA/Permit end of the market with the MOGAS fuelled
Rotax engines. I am not suggesting that AVGAS is the sole culprit
here; we have the recent-ish EASA maintenance regime for ICAO
aircraft to thank as well for putting an ‘annual’ into a price bracket
normally reserved for mortgages. However, there must surely be a
point when sinking demand for Avgas pushes the price up to the
point where demand disappears completely.
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AVTUR

This is fuel that is used worldwide to power the jet and turbine
engines you find in commercial aircraft, all the way from a ‘modest’
King Air to the awesome Airbus A380. It is basically a ‘diesel’
type fuel, very similar to kerosene / paraffin etc. The majority of
military jet aircraft also use a kerosene type fuel, generally either JP5
or JP8.The major difference is that the military fuel types are more
fire resistant than regular AVTUR. Contrary to received ‘movie
wisdom’, AVTUR is much less flammable than AVGAS or MOGAS
and does not explode or burst into flames in the event of a hard
landing!
GA AVTUR engines are basically nowhere in the USA and,
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Comparison of various engines typically used in light aircraft

Aero engine comparison

Lycoming 0-320

Lycoming 0-235

Rotax 914

Centurion 2.0

WAM 120

Lycoming

Lycoming

Rotax

Thielert

Wilksch

Avgas

Avgas

Mogas

Avtur

Avtur

Swept volume

5.2l

3.8l

1.2l

2.0l

1.8l

Maximum BHP

150

115

115

135

120

Cruise fuel burn

27 lph

24 lph

22 lph

20 lph

16 lph

Fuel cost per hour (private)

£47

£42

£29

£27

£22

Fuel cost per hour (Commercial)

£47

£42

£29

£15

£12

Weight

150 kg

115 kg

76 kg

134 kg

105 kg

Cooling

Air

Air

Water

Water

Water

Direct

Direct

Reduction

Reduction

Direct

Manufacturer
Fuel type

Drive

whether we like it or not, it is the USA
which is still the main driver for the General
Aviation industry (Ed- see Pilot’s Talk to see
how the growing Chinese market is influencing
America on this point). However, there are a
few AVTUR engines around with Thielert
and Wilksch being two manufacturers.
Thielert started with a converted 1.8
litre Mercedes diesel engine which initially
managed a modest 120hp. Diamond were
very brave and launched aircraft with these
engines fitted as standard. However, Thielert
ran into finance and management problems
and they went into administration from
which they are now only just emerging.
Quite a few people were ‘bitten’ by buying
new Diamond aircraft or paying for
expensive conversions to existing aircraft
only to find parts impossible and warranties
non-existent.
The Wilksch WAM 120 is a 1.8 litre aero
engine. It has three cylinders (yes, I did a
double take at that as well!), an AVTUR
fuelled engine that delivers a maximum
120 bhp. It is liquid cooled and does not
need a reduction gearbox. It is lighter than
a comparable Lycoming AVGAS engine,
but heavier than a Rotax. These engines
are also not without their teething troubles;
in this case the pre-combustion chambers
(PCCs) currently need replacing every 50
hours at a cost of £500. It is said that the
next version of this engine should rectify this
fault and make the PCCs ‘lifed’. Wilksch are
also working on upgrading the bhp of this
particular engine to 140hp and introducing
a 180hp version by the simple expedient of
adding a fourth cylinder. That really has
my attention, as these are useful amounts of
bhp that take the engine squarely into the
realm of mainstream, small single engine
light aircraft. The other extremely useful byproduct of the low fuel burn characteristic
of diesel engines is that using the same fuel
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tanks means that range/endurance almost
doubles. Not that anyone would want to fly
for eight hours on standard tanks, but you
can of course load less fuel, still have five
hours endurance and leave more headroom
for flight gear, passengers and baggage.
The thought of being able to do ten days of
touring with more than two days change of
clothing would be a great advantage for most
of us. It is early days for such engines and of
course the early pioneers who are blazing the
trail to reap the rewards are also paying the
price when things go wrong. Fortunately,
it looks like one bad experience very early
in the development cycle will not sink what
must be the way forward for light piston
engines.
In terms of availability, any commercial
airfield will have AVTUR and, by
worldwide convention, AVTUR is sold
around the world tax and duty free and
runs out at around £0.77 per litre in UK
General Aviation airfields. Having said
that, the UK have cottoned-on to that and
now have a tax on AVTUR if you use it
for non-commercial flying. A tax of £0.59
(compare the £0.38 duty on AVGAS) a
litre is currently applied to non-commercial
flights. Just now, airfields dispense fuel at
the non-duty commercial rate and leave it up
to the pilot/owner to calculate and pay the
duty to HMRC unprompted. If and when
the GA fleet seriously starts to move towards
AVTUR, no doubt HMRC will mandate a
tighter solution. With this duty, the price of
AVTUR rises to £1.36. This is pretty much
what we pay for motoring diesel, but is still
compensated by a generally lower fuel burn
than an equivalent ROTAX.
So if you are flying commercially or
carrying out flight training using AVTUR,
you will pay £0.77 a litre. Flying schools are
not blind to this, and are probably waiting
for the AVTUR fuelled engine/aircraft



market to mature before making a move.
The mathematics of it are that it could well
be slightly cheaper to fly with an instructor
(i.e. commercial use) than it would to fly
yourself (private use). Supplies of AVTUR
will be secure for as long as commercial
aircraft continue to use it (this has to be
decades as there is no real alternative).
Largely because of the existing availability
of Jet A1, modern engine development
for larger certified aircraft will probably
continue down the diesel rather than the
AVGAS or MOGAS route, even though
in other ways their respective advantages
and disadvantages are finely balanced. It
probably won’t be long before the US sees
the longer term advantages of developing
this market too. In the meantime, could
this be one of those rare examples of where
Europe will lead in the aviation world?

Conclusion

So bottom line? Well, for me I will stick
with the RV6 and its AVGAS powered
Lyconosaurus for now, but only because
that is what I already have. If I were buying
now, it would be a coin toss between a Rotax
Light Sport and maybe an AVTUR RV if
I could find one. In the next year or two,
the teething troubles of AVTUR piston
engines will probably be largely ironed out
and we should be able to see who the real
players are. In two years or so, I will seriously
be looking for either my own AVTUR
powered LSA or maybe a small group based
around one (hmmm…. How far is Shobdon
from Cheltenham?). Now, all I need is an
established, reliable and proven AVTUR
piston engine manufacturer and a shed load
of money!
Steve Hirlehey is a Private Pilot based at
Gloucestershire Airport, sharing a
group owned RV6, G-GDRV.
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The Socata TBM850
Experience

Peter Holy gives a thorough run down on the abilities of this aircraft. As a pilot with no previous turbine experience,
he describes taking one on a test flight, and compares it to the TB20

T

he TBM700, predecessor to the
TBM850, was introduced in 1991. It
is a single engine pressurised turboprop of
700 SHP (shaft horsepower). The airframe
is constructed almost entirely of aluminium,
with extensive use of press tooling and
computer numerical control (CNC)
machining. Seating configuration is two
in the front and four in the rear in a ‘club
arrangement’.

Most of the TBM700s produced
had standard ‘high-end’ GA avionics,
comprising the Honeywell EFIS-40, the
KFC-325 autopilot, and various separate
instruments. The TBM850 was introduced
in 2007 and replaced the TBM700 in
production. It is structurally identical to the
TBM700, but has a larger engine and an
option to disable the torque limiter during
cruise, yielding 850 SHP. The turbine is
theoretically capable of about 1800 SHP but
this power cannot be utilised because of two
factors. The gearbox is the main limiting
factor on torque, and the inter-turbine
temperature (ITT) is the main limiting
factor on power.
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All but the earliest TBM850s are fitted
with the Garmin G1000 avionics package,
which includes the GFC700 autopilot. The
G1000 can also be retrofitted to TBM700s,
for around $400k.

At 2010 prices one could buy a good
mid-1990s TBM700 for around $1.2M1.5M according to engine time and other
details. This would have the EFIS-40
avionics which are now poorly supported by
Honeywell but the components are widely
available in the U.S. overhauled avionics
market. Today’s new TBM850 price, in a
typical configuration with some options, is
around $3.2M.



Performance

Being a single engine aircraft, the maximum
stall speed of the TBM was originally
limited to 60kt. Later TBM700s had
this increased to 65kt, to improve the
payload. This was done by improving the
crash worthiness; specifically by fitting
seats capable of withstanding 20g. This
concession was originally certified by the
FAA and later by EASA. A Vs of 65kt still
leaves a good short field capability. There is
no official Vne on the TBM; instead there
is a Vmo (maximum operating) speed of
266kt IAS. Va is 158kt IAS at MTOW. The
gear and flaps can be extended to the initial
(takeoff) position at 178ktIAS. Landing flap
can be extended at 122kt IAS. MTOW is
3354kg. Standard empty weight is 2060kg,
yielding a payload of 1294kg. Total fuel
(including 24 litres unusable) is 1140 litres,
so assuming 0.775kg/litre for avtur at +15˚C,
the payload with full fuel is about 400kg.
To any ‘normal’ piston aircraft pilot, the
climb performance is impressive; 2000fpm
initially at MTOW, increasing to 2800fpm
at lighter weights. Maximum cruise speed
is 315kt (FL270). Normal cruise is 312kt
(FL250). Long range cruise is 252kt at
FL310 when the fuel flow is 41.3 USG/hr
(all at ISA, MTOW). The zero-fuel range
appears to be in excess of 1700nm, which
means that flights up to about 1400nm can
be made - depending on the availability of
alternates. In Europe, this tends to be the
biggest issue. There is a complex matrix of
operating altitude, weight, temperature, etc.
In realistic conditions the range with legal
IFR reserves is 1100nm at maximum cruise
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Handling

speed and 1200nm at recommended cruise
speed. For comparison, the zero-fuel range
of the TB20 is over 1300nm, which is itself
outstanding among piston aircraft.
The 50ft-obstacle landing distance is
2430ft (760m) at sea level, ISA, MTOW.
The corresponding takeoff 50 ft-obstacle
distance is 865m. The aircraft is evidently
solidly engineered because one can make
an emergency descent from say FL300 to
FL120 in about 2 minutes, with the IAS
being held just below the 266kt Vmo and
with the VS reaching -8000fpm. The pitch
attitude can be nearly 30 degrees down
in this situation and the TAS can briefly
reach nearly 400kt. The high level cruise
IAS is about 200kt which with the Vmo of
266kt gives a big margin for descending and
other situations where high speeds may be
involved. No TBM aircraft has ever suffered
an in-flight structural failure, which is a very
rare achievement.

At ISA conditions, which means a
temperature of -25˚C at FL200, a TB20
can just about climb to FL200 after
about 30 minutes, doing 95kt IAS (130kt
TAS) at ‘best power’; (100F ROP) fuel
flow of about 10USG/hr. But in ISA +20
conditions (FL200 temperature being 5˚C),
the TB20 ceiling will be only about FL170.
This has a significant impact on the ability
to out-climb weather. A TBM goes to
FL280, which is above 99% of non-frontal
weather, like a rocket, in about 18 minutes.
It can also climb to FL310 at MTOW and
ISA +20 which takes it above all but the
most convective conditions. The picture
below left shows a cruise at 157kt IAS/
257kt TAS (in ISA +10 conditions) which
corresponds to just above the long range
cruise power setting at about 43 USG/hr.
At higher fuel flows, 300kt+ TAS is
readily reached - 307kt as shown in the
picture below, in ISA+10 conditions.

This may be stating the obvious, but the
TBM is much less affected by atmospheric
conditions than the TB20, whose ceiling
is significantly temperature-dependent.

With de-ice equipment and radar, this
translates to an improvement in the despatch
rate from around 75% for the TB20, to
probably around 99% for the TBM.
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Flying the TBM is straightforward.
Rotation is at 90kt with an initial pitch of
7.5 degrees, followed by a climb at 130kt
at a 10 degree pitch. The approach speed
(Vref) is 85kt (MTOW). The traditional
piston engine management issues (leaning,
shock cooling, etc) are gone. During flight,
the blue propeller pitch lever is always in
the fully forward position, and the red fuel
control lever is likewise.
There are limits, however, which need
to be watched in the form of ITT (interturbine temperature). The continuous
limit on this is 840 degree C, and the
torque, which is indicated as a percentage,
is limited to 104%. Overall, the engine
management is simpler than with a piston
engine; especially a turbocharged one, and
the contrast is greater in practice because
now there is so much more performance to
play with. There are no issues with ‘shock
cooling’; a descent can be made with the
power rapidly reduced to idle.

Autopilot

The Garmin autopilot is excellent. Unlike
the Honeywell KFC units which sometimes
need track intercepts to be carefully set
up via the HSI, it works just as one would
expect an autopilot to behave. For example,
in NAV mode, you enter a waypoint (the
G1000’s keypad makes this easy) and press
‘DCT’. The course pointer flips to the
new waypoint, and the aircraft simply flies
there, accurately. The same happens if NAV
is selected when the aircraft is pointing
somewhere else; the autopilot works it
out. There is no need to fly a HDG-mode
intercept, with NAV ARM, onto the new
track.
The vertical behaviour is equally logical
but, in the simplest case, you do have to
select the vertical speed. The VS also needs
to be set in the appropriate direction. If
you are at FL100, and you set FL300 as the
desired altitude, but you set the VS to minus
500fpm, twenty minutes later (or sooner)
you will hit the ground. The lateral and
vertical intercepts are precise, and remain so
throughout flap and gear movements.
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As you cans see from the above picture,
the G1000 system presents the engine and
other operational parameters very clearly,
and comes with a keypad for rapid waypoint
entry as can be seen in the picture below; a
feature much desired by IFR pilots which is
missing on all but the most modern piston
aircraft.

The above picture shows the three
engine controls but the aircraft operation
is practically single-lever when airborne.
The fuel selector is also servo-driven and
changes over automatically at regular
intervals.

Pilot Qualifications

For US registered aircraft, no Type Rating
is required because the TBM is below
12500lb and is not a turbojet. There is
a ‘High Altitude Endorsement’ ground
course with one flight to simulate explosive
depressurisation and oxygen mask use, etc.
FAA prerequisites are: PPL, CPL or ATPL.
To be PIC of an N-reg TBM you need three
endorsements, all of which can be issued
by any FAA instructor: High Altitude
(all aircraft certified above FL250), High
Performance (all aircraft with more than
200 HP per engine power), and Complex
(all aircraft with retractable gear).
For EASA registered aircraft, also no
Type Rating is required but there is a Class
Rating called ‘Aerospatiale S.E.T’, (the
name will soon be changed to ‘Aerospatiale
TBM’). The Class rating is valid for two
years and it is mandatory to pass a Class
Rating proficiency check to renew it. This
Class Rating can be done by a Class Rating
Instructor (CRI). It is not mandatory to do
it in a Flight Training Organisation (FTO),
but in reality very few CRIs are qualified
to do it. After the training, the Check Ride
will be done by a Class Rating Examiner
(CRE). JAA prerequisites are: PPL, CPL or
ATPL, and an ‘HPA’ (High Performance
Airplane) course certificate. This is not
needed if one has passed the ATPL exams,
or holds any ICAO ATPL. The ‘HPA’
course must be done in a Flight Training
Organisation (FTO) by a TRI (SPA).

Socata offer a pilot training package.
Their initial requirements are an IR, 500hrs
TT as PIC (or P1 if arriving with multicrew time), a PPL, CPL or ATPL, and a
Class 1 or 2 medical. On EASA registered
aircraft, the HPA course completion or
theoretical ATPL(A) credit are required. A
typical package consists of 50 hours of self
study, a 4-day ground school, and 4-5 days
of flight training normally comprising of
four flights and a checkride. An IR is not
legally mandatory for either US or EASA
registered aircraft, but a TBM does not
make any sense without one. In reality,
regardless of aircraft registration, the
insurance company will require the pilot to
have a training certificate and to fly with
a safety pilot (an experienced TBM pilot)
for 25, 50 or more hours. Clearly, the TBM
requires an intelligent pilot, but no more
than a piston aircraft. The operation of the
TB20 also involves thinking well ahead,
nontrivial engine management, proper
vertical navigation, and other concepts not
taught at the PPL level.

The Flight

There is no FADEC on the PT6 engine;
Pratt & Whitney have thus far declined
to develop one, citing various technical
reasons. However, engine start up is simple.
The starter is run until a specific RPM
is reached, and then the fuel control is
opened. The ITT must be watched. If it
is heading towards 850˚C, the fuel lever
must be closed while running the starter on
to cool the engine. If the engine has been
recently run, it could still be hot inside. If
the ITT is above 150˚C initially, the fuel
must be delayed until the ITT falls below
this level, while running the starter to move
the air through. There are two generators
and both (as well as battery power alone)
are tested individually during the pre-flight
check. The de-ice boots are in several
sections and are individually tested.
Taxying is really easy and is easy to do
accurately. The top of the panel is however
about 20-30mm higher than in the TB20.
The propeller pitch is reversible and this is
the main means of taxi speed control. One
uses thrust reverse instead of the brakes.
It is a very positive system, which involves
small movements of the throttle lever, near
the bottom end of its travel.
We departed from the factory airfield,
Tarbes LFBT, and climbed to FL280
within the Toulouse test area. The takeoff
is completely familiar, but one does climb
a lot faster. This is always a good thing;
there is no such thing as having too much
power when trying to get off the ground.
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The climb took about 18 minutes. The
rate of climb was +2200fpm at FL170, and
about twenty times greater than the TB20
at the same altitude. This was impressive,
even more so in the ISA+15 conditions.
Cabin altitude at FL280 was 7700ft and is
automatically controlled.
The climb was followed by the simulateddepressurisation emergency descent down
to FL120 as mentioned above. This was
an amazing manoeuvre which would have
probably wrecked a piston engine, not to
mention exceeding the Vne of many other
aircraft.
Stalls were done in various
configurations. The stall behaviour is well
defined and the wings can be kept level
not just with the rudder but also with the
ailerons; these remain effective due to the
assistance from the spoilers on top of the
wing. A fully developed stall, if maintained
but otherwise ignored, produces an exciting
result in the form of a rapid nose down
attitude, with a left wing drop presumably
due to the radar equipment installed there.
It has been alleged that the TBM does
not have sufficient aileron authority to deal
with maximum propeller torque at low
speeds; this was shown to be untrue. To
simulate an ILS go-around recovery, at 70kt
in level flight and landing configuration,
a sudden application of engine power
from 0% to 100% resulted in a rapid
acceleration with a barely perceptible and
easily controllable left roll of a few degrees.
Significant forward yoke pressure was
required to prevent a rapid pitch-up (which
would potentially result in a secondary stall)
and to convert the massive engine thrust
into a controlled climb at an increasing
speed. This yoke input is, however, also
required in the TB20; one cannot just push
the throttle to the wall in a piston aircraft
and sit there doing nothing; well maybe, in
a Cessna 150 one can. The response time
to the throttle is good, with an impressive
acceleration. However, it is not so good
below 20%, when there is a delay of a few
seconds.
Like any high performance piston
aircraft, the TBM is flown by the numbers.
On the ILS, the torque is set to 50% in level
flight up to localiser intercept; this produces
160kt. At glideslope intercept, torque is
reduced to 30%. At 1 dot below the GS,
the gear and initial flaps are extended. At
1000ft above airfield level, the landing flap
is extended and this enables the autopilot, if
used, to stabilise in time for the 200ft DH
point.
The main power difference between
the TBM700 and the TBM850 involves
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the override of the torque limiter. This is
only applicable to the TBM850 and can
be done in cruise only. The control is on
the flap lever, beyond all the flap settings,
so it cannot be operated during takeoff.
Otherwise, the torque limit (indicated on
the G1000) decreases during climb, to help
prevent ITT being exceeded in thinner air.
The overall impression is of an aircraft
which is very easy to fly. The TB20 has
relatively heavy ailerons, so in flight the
TBM feels familiar, but it does feel a bit
bigger. Reasonably steep turns are a piece of
cake to do, with the altitude held accurately.
The approach speed of 85kt is the same as
I use for the TB20; I often start the final at
100kt and, following full flap deployment,
some trimming, and some speed loss due
to wind shear, I am down to 85kt on short
final; so the TBM did not feel any different.
The touchdown is firmer, the suspension
travel being a fraction of the TB20’s trailing
link system. However, this appears to result
in less bouncing around. On shutdown,
the prop is feathered, followed by a fifteen
second wait to cool the engine down, then
the fuel is shut off.
I was most surprised at how easy the
G1000 cockpit was to get used to. I had
almost no experience of it, and zero as
P1. The integrated presentation of all the
information is excellent. This aircraft
had the optional Jeppesen package which
shows the aircraft on the approach plate
in a manner similar to the FliteDeck PC
product which is included with Jeppview 3.
The aircraft position depiction also works
with airport diagrams so there is now no
excuse for getting lost!
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As can be seen
from the LCD screen
reflections, the G1000
does not use the special
sunlight-readable
LCD technology
which is now available
in top-end ($3000)
industrial/military tablet
computers. However, the
displays remain readable
with sunlight in the
cockpit.

Operating Costs

Obviously, costs will depend heavily on
the usage. The aircraft age will also have
an effect due to unscheduled maintenance
in later years. The fuel burn is around
50USG/hr or 190 litres/hr. The cost of the
fuel, per mile, is only about 40% higher
than on a TB20. However, this is partly due
to the avtur-avgas tax differential which is,
in theory anyway, now finished in the UK
for ‘private’ flights.
Being over 1999kg, there are the European
enroute fees to pay. These are collected on
behalf of each country by Eurocontrol, and
come to roughly 50-100 Euros/hr depending
on the airspace flown in and how fast one
is flying. The billing is done according to
maximum certified takeoff weight, and the
distance flown. On the piston aircraft scene,
these charges are traditionally avoided by
flying ‘VFR’, but the TBM will return a
poor fuel economy at the low levels at which
VFR flight is permitted around Europe.
An annual inspection at Socata’s factory
is 8k Euros, plus of course any corrective
work. Unlike piston aircraft, many
European TBM owners go back to the
factory for the annual. In between the
annuals, there are 100hr checks which are
2k Euros, plus corrective work. The engine
needs an overhaul at 3600hrs which costs
about $300k. Early TBM700 engines were
overhauled at 3000hrs. There is an SB
which can be applied to these engines to get
the 3600hrs interval. According to owners,
it is not unusual for maintenance to cost
$60k/year, if flying 250hrs per year.
Depreciation is potentially a big factor.
A TBM purchased fifteen years ago cost
about $1.6M. However, it might sell today
for $1.2M so on that basis it is not as large
a percentage as on most piston aircraft.
Interest on capital can be accounted for in
many ways. It can be argued that if a private
owner fully accounted for it on everything
s/he buys, s/he would die extremely rich,
but with every penny invested in financial
instruments, and without ever achieving



Cloud tops
here were
around
FL170
which
would be
more work
in the
TB20

anything worthwhile in his or her entire
life.
Insurance for a new TBM850 ($3.2M
hull value) would be around £20k to £25k
in the UK. This figure is from Haywards
Aviation Insurance, for a 1000+hr
CPL/IR pilot, 200hrs per year usage.
Hangarage does not affect it. Hangarage
rates themselves vary greatly according
to the area. In the south east of the UK
one might pay £7k for a TB20 or £15k for
a TBM (these are actual figures). In the
north of the UK where property values are
much lower, these figures can fall by 66%.
There is also less need for hangarage on a
pressurised turboprop; most of the engine
parts that are exposed to the weather are
made of relatively corrosion resistant high
temperature alloys. The sealed cockpit
also makes it easy to control humidity
with a bag of desiccant. As a result, many
turboprops are simply parked outdoors.
There is the inevitable comparison with
light jets. For European usage, the TBM’s
slightly lower speed is insignificant. Its
short field capability is, however, highly
significant given Europe’s large number
of short (500-1000m) runways, including
many grass runways.

Negatives

The operating cost is obviously a lot higher
than a TB20, though not exceptional
compared with other aircraft of similar
mission capability, and one is getting a
whole lot more for the money. I would
estimate the cost per mile to be around
three to seven times higher than a TB20.
For large pilots, getting into the front seats
would be no easier than in the TB20;
harder in some ways due to the limited
headroom in that area. It is no surprise that
the $90k pilot’s door is a popular option.
There are no obvious negatives; this is
a high quality aircraft with an awesome
performance, which is perfect for non‑stop
long range flights within Europe. It is just a
matter of whether one can afford it.
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There Be Dragons
Jim Thorpe humorously recounts his worst
experiences of airport bureaucracy and offers
some tips on dealing with them.
Photos by Sally Turner

T

here is fierce competition for the world’s
most frustrating and disorganised
airport. Of course, the basic elements
of ensuring that the passage of the GA
pilot between the apron and the taxi to
town is painful and time consuming are
straightforward. ATC are trained to direct
you to the parking area most distant from
any form of useful services. The method of
obtaining fuel is a closely guarded secret. If
you are assured that a bowser is available so
that you park and tie down the machine,
you can rely on being told to start up and
taxi to a cunningly hidden permanent
pump. If you observe a truck approaching
without a delay of at least thirty minutes
you can be sure that it contains Jet A1 and
not 100LL. If you have armed yourself with
credit and fuel cards, then cash will be the
order of the day. If you have thoughtfully
organised local currency then the US $ will
be the only acceptable medium of exchange.
So, you have managed to refuel, ignoring
the siren voices whispering plausible reasons
why it would be so much more convenient
to fuel on departure. The next stage is to
obtain transport to some distant building
where it is rumoured the transition between
the world of the air and that of the land may
take place. Here we enter the realms of ramp
services, or even worse, the handling agent.
It may well be that some representative
of one of these organisations made their
appearance as you parked. Usually, there
is initial cause for optimism prompted
by a friendly greeting and some form to
complete. However, by the time you have
fuel, the representative has often become
dispirited and departed leaving you with
no obvious means of regaining contact.
Setting off on a route march across the
ramp with your heavy bags is a possibility,
although (depending on local rules) you may
be arrested. Reactivating the aircraft and
making a call on the ground frequency is
likely to be symbolic rather than effective.
If by some feat of organization you have a
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Jim Thorpe and other members from PPL/IR Europe seek protection from the sun under this
C172 whilst waiting for the rest of the group to refuel on the other side of the apron at Corfu
relevant phone number, your mobile will not
have a signal. Eventually, when transport
arrives, it is quite possible they will have no
clear idea of where to deposit you. A locked
door is their first choice. Failing this, the
preferred alternative is some security station
which was designed with the sole purpose
of allowing ramp workers to get airside.
The job descriptions of the security elves
who staff these posts specify a complete
lack of initiative. Their belief in their role as
unidirectional gatekeepers is awe inspiring.
I have encountered airfields where this
phenomenon is so marked as to leave a
surreal impression of ‘airside’ becoming an
increasingly crowded world where many
may enter but none may leave. Eventually
however comes that moment of blessed
relief. Somehow you arrive at the taxi, and
even the outrageous airport supplement
for the ride to your hotel seems a positive
blessing. Only the niggling thought that at
some not too distant time it will be necessary
to reverse the process stifles one’s joy.

Returning airside

There are five hurdles in the miserable
process of returning to your aircraft. You
need to file a flight plan, see immigration,
pass customs, evade port health and pay
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your landing fee. I leave aside acts not
entirely within the control of the airport
management such as vehicles hitting your
machine, weather damage, fuel spills and
the like. Actually in many airports the
above order is reversed, and there will be no
contact with the first four without evidence
of having paid the landing fee. This is a
strategic error on the part of management,
as by the time you have dealt with the
first four evils you would be willing to
pay a king’s ransom to escape. You may be
thinking that with the wonders of modern
technology, the flight plan could be filed
online. Sadly for that to work you have to
get the airport to admit they are part of the
ICAO world and for many, perhaps most
places outside Europe, that is not entirely
true. Even in the USA an ICAO flight plan
is likely to be rejected as too complicated for
them to understand. Fortunately in the US
they do usually have an effective telephone
system which leads you through local
peculiarities, but there is still one danger. In
no circumstances ask for the full briefing.
On a recent trip the call took 40 minutes
and necessitated putting in a departure delay
at the end. It appears that if asked for the
‘full monty’, the privatised flight service
stations are obliged to explain things that no
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Refuelling Steve Niechcial’s Tiger in Tunis by hand pump where it took several hours to fill
up half a dozen aircraft and get out of the terminal
sane pilot has ever found necessary, or even
of academic interest. In other countries there
will be mysterious local customs which,
unless you are fully initiated, will consign
any plan to the bin. Naturally this is done
without any effort being made to inform you
of the issues. Brazil for example, amongst
its positive cornucopia of foibles, likes to
know who operates the aircraft. They are
ever so happy to see OPR/ Jim on the flight
plan but without that critical information
you stand no chance whatsoever of any plan
being accepted.

The worst airport in the world?

Anyway, let’s leave the generalities and move
on to the specifics. I give you Trinidad - the
worst airport in the world. I will enter into
no discussion; there can be no thought of a
runner up or a rematch. They are the kings.
Trinidad got their basic skills under colonial
rule, but have spent the intervening decades
surpassing their teachers by far. They warm
up with just the standard irritations in the
parking and fuelling process. You then arrive
at a GA terminal which makes Heathrow’s
VIP suite look like a slum. This lulls you
into thinking things will be OK. It then
emerges that the terminal was refurbished
purely for some one week conference and
now has no purpose or permanent staff
except for the security elves. I have to say
that the local breed are the smartest dressed
officials I have ever seen. There is a whole
ward of the Trinidad hospital packed
with those inadvertently slashed by their
trouser creases. They must change their
uniforms three times a day. They are also
extremely friendly (the spell checker offered
‘excrementally friendly’, and I must say I
warm to the concept). These elves however,
have been carefully selected to show little
sign of intelligence and even less sense of
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initiative than the norm. Furthermore, due
to some management error they have been
located beyond the enticing doors labelled
respectively ‘Port Health’ and ‘Immigration’.
The former office was even occupied and
our spirits thereby buoyed up. ‘Have you
sprayed your aircraft?’ he enquired. Taken
by surprise, we foolishly answered ‘No’. He
regarded us with sad bemusement. However,
here was man who had only passed his
selection tests by a whisker. I know this
because he found a solution and handed us a
free spray can to use later, stamped our Gen
Dec, and left the building. His solutionfocussed attitude may have had something to
do with the approach of the shift change.
If you don’t know what a Gen Dec is
you have not been outside the UK. Forget
passport and pilot license, and you may
survive. The Gen Dec is the ICAO form
required for arrival and departure at every
airport, and without a huge number of them
you will get nowhere. One of my colleagues
has a theory that they have magical
properties, such that no matter how many
you fill in you always need one more. You
may think this fanciful, but experience will
teach you otherwise.
After this encouraging start with the
Port Health Officer came the let down;
the customs and immigration offices were
locked and their occupants had departed
for the even smarter offices in the main
terminal. We enquired if we might go and
see them on the other side of the airport.
That concept simply did not register on the
security elves’ radar so let me gloss over the
two hour wait before the necessary smartly
dressed guys arrived. The only cheering
aspect in a schadenfreude sort of way, was
that a helicopter crew with an expensive
handling agent, and the crew of a FedEx
flight with a tech issue, paid more and fared
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little better. The shift change meant that
there was a new health man. He simply
could not understand how his incompetent
colleague had stamped our Gen Decs.
However, by that time our plentiful supply
of completed Gen Decs (you can fill in a lot
of forms in two hours) all had three magic
seals applied. By a whisker their occult
power exceeded his ability to disrupt, so we
escaped.
It was fairly obvious that getting out of
Trinidad was going take the skills of Steve
McQueen in The Great Escape. Indeed
digging a tunnel might well have been the
quickest option. We were departing on a
weekend, when it was clear that the GA
terminal would be deserted, so at least there
was no ill-conceived optimism. We started
at the main terminal. The information desk
of course could provide little information.
They were dimly aware that all the services
we needed existed and were airside, but
they had no notion as to exact location.
One skill that all these people are taught
incredibly well is the presentation of an
air of helpful puzzlement when faced with
any request. The incredulity inspired by
a pilot wanting to pay a landing fee could
not be greater if a Martian enquired about
where to park his spaceship. Fortunately,
another smartly dressed security lady at the
airside doors had not been on the security
elf lobotomy refresher. She whispered that
it was possible to go through the doors she
guarded to get airside but they could only
be opened from the other side. Another
rule handed down by the security elf lord is
that the number of his minions at a given
point will be inversely proportional to the
number of people likely to want to pass that
point. There were quite a lot of passengers
emerging through these tantalising doors.
Thus, three of us with considerable wheeled
baggage adopted the Harry Potter technique
by which he penetrated the station wall to
board the Hogwarts Express. We waited
till a few bemused entering passengers
triggered the door and rushed like avenging
hoards against the flow, dragging our bags
behind us. What a triumph - we were
airside without any form of baggage check
whatsoever! Indeed, if I had had a bomb I
would have been sorely tempted to detonate
it in celebration.
After several more interactions with
the helpful but ill informed, we arrived at
an unlabelled door. Inside was either the
Immigration Office or the Commander
in Chief of the Trinidad armed forces. His
uniform came from the best London tailor,
his desk was not sullied by a single piece
of paper or a pen, and he had two lady
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Long queue for fuel in Corfu
assistants. From his lofty perch he indicated
that stamping Gen Decs would be possible.
The two bewildered ladies copied copious
personal details in immaculate handwriting
into bound legers and the first stamp was in
place. We enquired about Customs, Health
and Immigration. He was aware of the
nearby lair of the customs officer. Perhaps
he had once wandered in there by mistake.
He had never heard of the other two, but
suggested that if we spent a life-enhancing
few minutes with customs, he would then
endeavour to elicit what solicitors call
‘further and better particulars’. Indeed, on
our triumphant return with a second stamp,
he had discovered where Port Health had
their office and they in turn they were able
to offer the sort of directional details for
the Accounts Officer that would do credit
to a drunken Irish peasant with a sense of
humour.

Landing fees

It is amazing how large airports with their
ebbs and flows are as congested as the
Black Hole of Calcutta at one minute,
and deserted with the vaguely threatening
air of a horror movie set the next. After
much wandering, we came across a row of
apparently empty booths blocking a wide
access. On closer examination, one booth
was occupied by a small man slumped in
his chair, possibly dead, or just hiding. With
no great hopes, I enquired if he knew how
to pay landing fees, and to my amazement
he admitted it was one of his roles. There
is another rule of thumb that the length
and complexity of a bill and receipt for an
aircraft landing is inversely proportional
to the size of the payment. Some fifteen
minutes of feverish writing produced a bill
of perhaps £20 for a landing and 24 hours
parking. Good news, but then, disaster. He
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could not locate his official stamp. While
this had been proceeding, a queue had
developed as it appeared he also played some
part in the process by which the travelling
public reached their flights. He carefully
locked his desk and went in search of his
stamp airily waving at the queue. They
rushed through the gap without the benefit
of whatever task he normally performed, and
in relatively short order he returned and we
were in possession of the last stamp.
While struggling through this labyrinth,
we had established that ATC and the flight
plan office was located on the other side
of the airport in the vicinity of the GA
terminal. We therefore retraced our steps
in the more usual direction, exited the
terminal and took a taxi. This was a fifteen
minute ride, and it emerged that the taxi
driver was not only helpful but intelligent,
and knew more about the workings of the
airport than anyone we had previously met.
He gave us directions to the flight plan
office. These proved perfectly accurate,

but sadly we had to pass a new coterie of
security elves. The first reluctantly swiped
us past the outer door which the taxi driver
had indicated. Inside was a corridor which
would have seemed depressing to a lifer at
Wormwood Scrubs prison. Peeling walls
and doors with floor to ceiling iron bars lead
to a desk with two further smartly dressed
elves. They were dimly aware that airports
involved pilots and planes but had never
heard of control towers, much less flight
plan offices. Desperate to have no further
intrusions into their closed world, they
directed us to what I knew was an incorrect
location. It was one staffed by some private
sector organization which dealt with workers
flying by helicopter to oil platforms. They
knew nothing of the control tower, but did
have a phone and a phone book. This put
me in touch with flight briefing, who were
aware of our flight plan but had rejected it
for reasons unknown. I desperately dragged
the charts out of my bag and started filing
over the phone without really knowing
what the problem was. Unbeknown to
me, while this was in process, someone
from the flight briefing office had taken
pity on us and come to fetch my colleague
without me noticing. I then had the out of
body experience of suddenly hearing on the
phone someone who I thought was standing
behind me. I scurried off to join them and
it turned out that one of the two barred
doors guarded by the security elves was in
fact the desired office. The elves appeared
to have been quite content to spend their
lives guarding two doors with absolutely no
interest or knowledge as to what lay behind
them. It emerged that the flight plan office
had not recognised what proved to be a
perfectly valid point of the plan and hence
had diverted it to the bin. Face to face,
they discovered a route which their ► 13

Jim Thorpe’s C421 being refuelled in Brazil where hard US dollars was invariably the only
means of payment
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RunwayFinder shuts down
over patent row

I

n another example from the world of
IT, where technical innovations to make
the life of computer users easier are soon
thwarted by proprietary protection and
rankling, the online RunwayFinder flight
planning website announced that it has
shut down in the face of a lawsuit. That
suit comes from FlightPrep, an Oregon
company which successfully patented
online flight planning almost a year ago.
RunwayFinder developer Dave Parsons
said he had hoped to reach a licensing deal
with FlightPrep to include the dropping
of the lawsuit claim for damages of $3.2
million per month. FlightPrep did offer
RunwayFinder a temporary free licence
while it negotiated terms of a permanent
one, but Parsons said the lawsuit was a
deal breaker. According to FlightPrep, the
huge figure for ‘lost revenue’ was arrived
system liked and before long we
were finished.
Now all that remained was to find the
aircraft. There were four elves guarding
the door to the empty lounge where we
had spent the two hours on arrival. This
time however we had the mystical power of
four red stamps on innumerable copies of a
Gen Dec. We swept past them waving the
paper like Van Helsing with his cross on
encountering Dracula, leaving them dazed
and weakened in our wake. Fortunately the
aircraft was parked relatively close to the
building, although by this time we would
have braved a two mile route march to
escape, and the saga came to an end.
◄ 12

Preparation

This article has been intended as light relief,
but perhaps a few practical suggestions
for dealing with airport officialdom are
in order. I cannot quite bring myself to
wear epaulettes, but wearing a uniform
style shirt helps. Carry some form of photo
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at by multiplying the number of unique
visits the site receives each month (22,500),
by the $149 annual subscription cost for
FlightPrep’s service. This is obviously
based on the assumption that every visitor
would sign up to a year’s subscription
without fail!

As a consequence of RunwayFinder
folding, other services which used it as
a resource have also found they can no
longer provide certain services to pilots.
What this means for other online flight
planning sites is unclear, since whilst there
is a large number of them, FlightPrep was
the only one in existence when the patent
application was filed in 2001, and the
patent itself was only granted last year.
SkyVector, another online provider, is
identification round your neck. Carry your
pilot licence. Perhaps get a full colour copy
and laminate it so as to keep the original
safe. Maybe laminate a card with your
aircraft registration, date of birth, passport
number, passport issue and expiry dates
and also carry this round your neck. Then
when you get separated from your flight case
you have, on your person, all the info elves
and officials tend to want on their forms.
Discard any British feeling that the process
matters. What matters is getting to or from
your aircraft. Tell any lie that cannot easily
be discovered. Do some research and be
armed with things they ask that you cannot
possibly deliver. For example, the US is fond
of asking for the zip codes of the hotel you
have not yet booked, or your home postcode
but their system will only accept post codes
in the US format. Just learn the format and
discover some random combination that
works. Do not assume that because a form
is required it will be provided. Take your
own part completed forms in quantity, be
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already paying royalties to FlightPrep. So
instead of becoming cheaper, or even freely
available, useful and vital services might
once again attract a premium.

Flying on Chinese engines

Having produced the first ‘Continental’
commercial aviation engine in 1929,
Teledyne Continental Motors (TCM) has
been sold to Technify Motors, a subsidiary
of AVIC International. This is a Chinese
government-owned holding company with
diverse business interests in the aerospace
sector. The sale price, according to AVIC
and Teledyne Technologies, was $186
million. Terms of the sale included a
commitment to remain in Mobile, where
Continental has been located on the
former Brookley Air Force base
► 14
they Gen Decs, Bahamas cruising permits
or whatever. If completely desperate, see
the nearest airline agent and beg steal or
borrow from them. Produce your own
noise certificate in the ICAO format if the
aircraft does not have one. Just invent an
official looking form for anything trivial
that you don’t have. The vast majority of
forms you complete go nowhere and serve
no useful purpose. Try never to get angry
and just form a judgement about what
will work. Smile a lot and wave important
looking papers or passes. Simply pushing
past officials in a non aggressive way is
occasionally necessary, but don’t try this in
the USA. Don’t admit to carrying currency,
except perhaps in the US if you are passing
through carrying large amounts of dollars
to pay for fuel in other countries. In some
locations airport officials have criminal
friends. Finally always, always fuel on
arrival.
Good luck!
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since the 1960s. The sale will result
in an infusion of new capital to rapidly
develop the Diesel technology which
Continental bought from SMA last spring,
for both the Chinese and the international
market. Since the deal is subject to
regulatory approval both in China and the
USA, Teledyne will continue to oversee
TCM probably until the end of the
first quarter this year. Although TCM’s
business has fallen off dramatically since
2008, it has remained in the black, but
only through aggressive cost control.
TCM’s sales represent only a tiny fraction
of Teledyne’s $1.8 billion in revenues, and
aerospace is no longer considered a core
business after the corporation acquired
numerous technology companies. Most
of these companies are in the electronics
and instrumentation sector, with a few in
defence related business. AVIC, on the
other hand, already has some aviation
interests through existing extensive
business relationships with companies like
Boeing and Honeywell. A capital infusion
to develop the Diesel technology is seen
as a priority in the short term to serve the
growing Chinese general aviation market.
The benefit for keeping this Chinese
acquisition on the existing premises in the
USA lies in the fact that it already is a fully
FAA-certified manufacturing facility.
◄ 13

Researchers show how
airport backscatter scanners
can be fooled

Two researchers from the University of
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California have published a report on
airport security backscatter x-ray machines,
which shows that despite the millions
invested in the technology, its effectiveness
may be overrated. In the report, Leon
Kaufman and Joseph W. Carlson provide
a very technical analysis of the technology,
and how hidden items can escape detection
when placed outside of the sides of the
body or outside of items with hard edges.
Even when the x-ray exposure power is
increased beyond normal levels, these items
remain undetected. The hype and massive
investment in backscatter technology may
thus not have been entirely justified, but
the betting is that airports will roll them
out, regardless of any proven benefits.

Manchester airport biometric
gate traps traveller

Manchester Airport has been testing
biometric gates in one of its terminals. Ten
facial recognition gates were installed at
Terminals One and Two at Manchester
airport in 2008 and 2009, to check U.K.
or EU passengers aged 18 or over who have
an electronically chipped passport. The
gates work by scanning the passenger’s face
using a camera and matching this to the
image stored on the passport. If there is a
match, the gates open and the passenger
is allowed through, removing the need to
speak to an immigration officer.
The watchdog for the U.K. Border Agency
(UKBA) says, however, that the facial
recognition checks at Manchester Airport
are being undermined by unreliable IT.
The independent chief inspector of the
UKBA found that during one week between
18th and 24th April 2010, the gates at
Manchester airport’s Terminal One broke
down five times. Four were due to technical
faults and one because of a lack of staff.
Of the technical faults, one on 23rd April
resulted in a passenger getting trapped in a
gate. All gates were subsequently closed and
the fault was not rectified until 27th April.
UKBA managers told the inspector that,
to support the facial recognition gates,
they had a maintenance contract with a
company based in Portugal. The contract,
which covers both Manchester and other
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airports, is monitored by the Home Office
IT unit. Under the agreement, the gates
should be fixed within four working days,
unless a gate breaks down on a Friday, in
which case it could be out of order until
the following Thursday. The inspector
also commented on the lack of an overall
plan to evaluate facial recognition gates at
Manchester airport, and has urged UKBA to
do so soon as possible. Between November
2009 and April 2010 when the inspection
was carried out, the highest use of the
gates was at Terminal One in December
2009 when they checked 48% of eligible
passengers (9,492). The lowest number
of checks was in February 2010, when
they checked 4% of eligible passengers in
terminal one, while the gates in the second
terminal were shut.

Cirrus expands into China

A Chinese company has opened an FBO
that will focus on Cirrus aircraft, but offer
traditional services to transient and based
aircraft at Zhuhai Airport. The Zhuhai
Cirrus FBO is aimed at promoting general
aviation activities as China’s rules regarding
private aviation relax. Zhuhai Tianyi
Aviation Trading Co. has also bought three
SR22s to use at the FBO. The deal, which
was a year in the making, will become the
focus of Cirrus’s activities in that area of
China as a Cirrus Sales Centre. It will also
provide a flying club, Cirrus maintenance,
and training and import services. ‘We expect
the Zhuhai region to become the centre
of Cirrus activity in Guangdong Province
and the surrounding area,’ said Scott Jiang,
Cirrus’s China Director.

Mr. Scott Jiang, Cirrus’ China Director,
and Mr. Cao Wei, Zhuhai Cirrus FBO
Operator

Thielert looking for investors
Thielert Aircraft Engines is looking for
investors, with the company’s
Insolvency administrator, Bruno Kübler,
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explaining that
the German
business has
returned to
profitability, and has also made technical
improvements to its engines. ‘It is a very
good time to start seeking a new investor,’
said Kübler. ‘Thielert is a reorganised,
healthy company and is the global market
and technology leader for General Aviation
Diesel engines’. Maybe the Chinese are
reading this?

French court lays blames in
Concorde crash

John Taylor, a Continental Airlines
worker who installed a piece of titanium
on a DC-10 that later allegedly fell off
and punctured a tire on a Concorde jet,
was found guilty in a French court of
involuntary manslaughter and sentenced
to 15 months in prison. The suspended
sentence is ‘absurd,’ Continental said in
a statement. ‘We strongly disagree with the
court’s verdict regarding Continental Airlines
and John Taylor, and will of course appeal
this absurd finding,’ the statement read.
The court also fined the airline $268,000
and ordered it to pay $1.3 million to Air
France. Taylor’s former supervisor and
three French officials were also tried on
charges of involuntary manslaughter but
were found not guilty.
On 25th July 2000, the Continental
DC-10 took off from the Charles de Gaulle
Airport in Paris just before the Concorde.
Prosecutors said Taylor had improperly
installed the titanium strip, and it fell to
the runway, where it punctured a tyre on
the Concorde, leading to a ruptured fuel
tank and a fiery crash. All 109 passengers
and crew on the Concorde, along with four
people on the ground, were killed. Lawyers
for Continental argued that the Concorde
design was inherently flawed, and that the
aircraft was on fire before it hit the debris.
‘Portraying the metal strip as the cause of
the accident, and Continental and one of its
employees as the sole guilty parties, shows the
determination of the French authorities to shift
attention and blame away from Air France,
which was government-owned at the time and
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operated and maintained the aircraft, as well
as from the French authorities responsible for
the Concorde’s airworthiness and safety,’ said
Nick Britton, a Continental spokesman
based in the U.K.

be a drop-in replacement for Jet A. But
while Neste has the chemistry solved, the
economics remain a challenge. The biofuel
is equivalent in cost to Jet A produced from
oil at $140 a barrel.

Pooleys now standard with
Clarity & Foresight

Costly STC requirements
threaten ADS-B installations

A fully geo-referenced digital Pooley’s Flight
Guides is to be integrated to the Airbox
Clarity and Foresight GPS systems lately
promoted as an aid to cut down on airspace
infringements. Each unit will now come
pre-programmed with the Pooley’s 2011
United Kingdom Flight Guide, allowing
users access to airfield information for more
than 370 UK aerodromes, with over 320
landing charts displayable on the Clarity and
Foresight systems.

Biofuel to power Lufthansa
commuter flights

Lufthansa will become the first airline
to use biofuel on revenue flights, with a
six-month trial beginning in April 2011.
The airline will use a 50-50 blend of Jet A
and biodiesel on domestic routes during
the trial period. The trial is being partly
funded by the German government as
part of a study of the long-term effects
of biofuel use in commercial service.
A dedicated single A321 will use the
fuel blend as it plies the well-travelled
Frankfurt-Hamburg route. The fuel
will be supplied by Neste Oil, which is
becoming a major player in the biofuel
industry. With the addition of a plant in
Singapore to make fuel from renewable
palm oil, the company’s annual production
is expected to reach 600 million gallons
next year. The aviation fuel is said to
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Under a new FAA rule, ADS-B installation
costs will at least double for corporate
aircraft and could increase by up to 700%
for general aviation aircraft, according to
the Aircraft Electronics Association (AEA).
The prediction arises from a decision by
the FAA’s aircraft engineering division
that, with effect from 30th August 2010,
field approval of ADS-B Out installations
has been replaced by the STC process. The
AEA stated that while a field-approved
general aviation ADS-B installation might
cost the owner approximately $5,000, the
STC requirement could raise that figure to
$35,000.
Describing the new rule as ‘creating severe
turbulence’ for the avionics industry, the
AEA told FAA Administrator Randy Babbitt
that it ‘may have an unintended consequence
in the industry’s ability to implement your
flight plan for NextGen.’ It added, ‘Without
your immediate intervention, this will stall
early equipage, delay early implementation
and, at the extreme, cause the failure of ADS-B
implementation altogether.’
The AEA also pointed out that the
new mandate ‘is contrary’ to the ADS-B
installation cost data submitted to the Office
of Management and Budget. In addition,
stated the AEA, ‘because of the high cost
and slow (STC) certification times, the
agency has effectively killed all new and
novel technology advances in ADS-B.’ The
FAA has yet to respond to the AEA.
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Norwegian member, Torkel Hasle
introduces the pleasures and challenges
of flying in this beautiful country

Northwest Norway near Nordland,
photo Sally Turner

N

orway may not be an immediate first
thought as a touring destination from
Europe, but in fact it offers much of flying
interest, plus a few distinctive challenges
for a competent instrument pilot. The
terrain of the country itself is of course
well known with its beautiful mixture of
rugged mountains and peaceful fjords,
stretching some 1000 nautical miles up into
the sparsely populated natural wilderness of
the Arctic Circle. To put its position in the
map of Europe into perspective, if you were
to turn Norway around its southernmost
tip, the far end would be somewhere in
the middle of Italy. During the winter, the
daylight hours are short at around 6 hours
in the south, and with darkness prevailing
all day in the north. In the summer, we are
rewarded with long days, and light nights.
In the north, the sun is above the horizon
round-the-clock. Some tourists however,
are strangely disappointed when they learn
that the midnight sun is actually the same as
the midday sun! In the winter, temperatures
are well below the European average with
frequent snow. Though, unlike many of
those countries, we are well used to coping
with the harsh conditions. My home airport
Torp (ENTO) is equipped to remove snow
from aprons and runway in 17 minutes
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(typically up to two feet of it). We also have
engine heating equipment and multigrade
oil which does not require changing between
seasons, so flying during the winter is
definitely a reliable option. The best time
to visit Norway as a flying tourist, however,
is definitely in the summer. Because of
the Gulf Stream, the climate is unusually
warm for these latitudes, even way up to the
north. The temperatures of the waters in
the south-eastern parts of the country often
exceed 20°C, enabling comfortable outdoor
swimming in areas of outstanding beauty.
Norway is a fairly GA friendly and
accessible country. Most of the larger
airports are well equipped for instrument
flying, and are run by the state-owned
company Avinor. The generally higher
costs of living here are reflected in landing
charges above the usual levels for those in
Europe, but, with a few exceptions, are not
unreasonable. It is possible to reduce costs
further by buying a weekly season card,
valid for all state-owned airports except
Gardermoen (ENGM). Some airports have
problems with birds, other with deer, elk, fox
and reindeer, but fortunately no polar bears.
Norway is slow to adopt new practices,
and so far there are no GPS approaches.
On the other hand, there are lots of NDB
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Torkel Hasle
approaches, but these are seldom used.
Transition levels are often higher than in the
rest of Europe at around FL70. The country
is divided into three Areas of Responsibility
(AoRs), Oslo, Stavanger and Bodoe, four
if you count Bodoe Oceanic, which covers
the area from western Norway to Iceland
and Svalbard. We differ from neighbouring
countries in that all pilots, both GA and
Heavy Metal, use English on the radio at all
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Author’s P210
provides a great
platform for looking
at the scenery

times. Our controllers are helpful and speak the language fluently
with a good accent which is readily comprehensible to most pilots.
For your usage of place names, the Norwegian letters æ ø å are
sounded ae, oe and aa (aw). Equipment-wise, mode S transponders
are not mandatory, but 406 MHz ELTs are. Useful information
about flying in Norway, written in English, can be found here:
http://tinyurl.com/VFR-Norway. Most of the content is VFR, but
there are useful chapters on Mountain flying and emergencies.
In terms of where to go, the majority of airports are close to
the coast. A good trip is to travel coastwise via ENCN (Kjevik),
ENZV (Sola), ENBR (Flesland), ENAL (Vigra) to ENVA
(Værnes). In decent weather, this route offers spectacular view
of deep fjords, high mountains and glaciers. For a visit to our
capital city, the international airport, Torp, is across the Oslo fjord
near Sandefjord. It has a 3000m runway, with ILS on both ends, lots
of cheap parking, no traffic jams, and no handling fee below 2000
kg. As well as being close to the city there a lot of other excellent
tourist possibilities around the area. Don’t in any circumstances
be tempted to Rygge (ENRY), on the eastern side of Oslo Fjord. I
finished up paying a whopping NOK 3000 (€400) for a 3 hours
stay there. If you plan to cross the Arctic Circle, the major airports
are Bodø (ENBO) and Tromsø (ENTC). The closest you can get
to the North Cape is Honningsvåg (ENHV). There is a Localizer
approach there, offset 63°, with warnings for wind shear, turbulence
and downdraft. For the first time at least, it is best tackled in VMC
conditions. There are many smaller AFIS airports with non-precision
approaches throughout the country, but be aware that they are often
closed outside office hours, even in the summer. Consult the AIP
and NOTAMS for individual destinations.

There are some challenges flying IFR in Norway.
Not all days are warm and bright, and icing is a definite
possibility. If you cross the southern part of the country
over the mountains, which peak up to 7000 feet, you
need to be very aware of mountain waves. If you plan to
cross the mountains from Gardermoen direct to Ålesund
(ENAL), the MSA will often be around FL120-140, so you
need pressurization or oxygen. As in Europe, you are only
allowed half an hour between FL100 and FL125 without
either.
The extremes of temperature in Norway also require
special consideration. At temperatures well below ISA,
the rule of thumb is to add 4% per 10 degrees below ISA
to your altimeter. You are supposed to adjust all altitudes
on the approach, and the controllers will usually give you
corrected en-route altitudes as well, but don’t count on it.
Minus 15 degrees at sea level is not unusual in the winter, so if you
are flying at 7000 ft indicated, your true altitude is around 6200 ft.
At the other end of the scale, if you plan a takeoff at Geilo (ENDI)
or Røros (ENRO) on a warm day, the density altitude could be 34000 ft and that means take off and climb performance degradation
in line with your flight manual.
Approaching Bergen

Some Norwegian approaches are non-standard, with offset
localizers. Take a look at LOC approach rwy 12 Notodden (ENNO)
at http://tinyurl.com/ENNO-LLZ. The approach starts at 6000
ft, and is steep, so you will not make it with less than two notches
of flaps or speed brakes. Here the offset is 14 degrees. You will
find others with offsets up to 60 degrees! Sandane (ENSD) is even
steeper; 5.4 degrees with peaks up to 4000 ft near the airport.
Offset is 12 degrees with an interesting go-round. It is an altogether
challenging approach. I would recommend trying out these
and other non-standard approaches in a simulator before
Alta, near Tromsø, in the arctic circle
you fly them.
Norway has a rather high standard of living, but, as I said
earlier, the cost of living is high too, not least because of
a VAT rate of 25%. Alcohol is heavily taxed, so it’s a case
of refrain or bring your own, up to a maximum 3 litres of
wine per person. Hotel accommodation is also expensive,
but there are cheaper alternatives such as cabins or family
lodgings. If you are planning a trip to Norway and have
questions, please feel free to contact me via email: torkel@
hasle.com. A lot of useful information on flying in Europe
can also be found on my web-page: http://aviation.hasle.
com.
Come and see us. A trip to Norway might turn out to be
your journey of a lifetime!
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Chairman’s corner
Anthony Bowles

T

he New Year has arrived and with
it, the renewal of subscriptions for
the coming year for PPL/IR Europe. We
are grateful to all those members who
have renewed promptly. A few do not
renew, and Sali Gray, our membership
administrator, is assiduous in finding out
why not. Some decide that it is time to
hang up their headsets. This year we seem
to have had more than the usual number of
these, perhaps reflecting the more difficult
economic times we live in. Quite a number
of these retiring members have written
personal notes thanking our organisation
for its work over their years of membership.
These are always encouraging to read as it
demonstrates that our general approach to
aviation matters is not too far wrong.
Others write to say that they will not
renew because they have some form of
grievance; either we are doing something
that they disapprove of, or we are not
doing something that they think we
should be doing. Last year, the IMCr
issue produced a handful of resignations
and this year, it is the FRA issue that
has generated some heat. While I always
respect individual members’ views, and am
sorry if these become resignation issues, it
is worth pointing out that our policy on
these important issues is formulated only
after extensive debate by the Executive
Committee. These debates take account
of the views of the wider membership
as a whole, as well as those of members
more directly affected by any proposed
changes in the rules. I set out our policy
on the FRA issue in bold type in my last
Chairman’s Corner, and our continued
support for the IMCr earlier last year. It
is also worth pointing out that our basic
policy is to engage with CAA, EASA
and other aviation authorities, seeking
to change proposed policies and rules
not to our liking by way of debate and
negotiation, rather than by adopting a
confrontational and adversarial approach.
Much of the committee work done by the
small number of ExCo members is highly
technical, and we believe that we are well
respected in the aviation community in
which we operate.
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Aerial view of the Olympic park; Photo London 2012

Olympic and Paralympic games

I particularly mention this because one
member wrote to me recently asking us to
take a very robust line in dealing with the
proposed flying restrictions over the period
of the Olympic and Paralympic games
between July and September 2012. Timothy
Nathan has been representing PPL/IR
Europe in representations to NATS on this,
and has recently summarised the present
position on the Forum. What NATS has
proposed seems very reasonable, but we have
yet to see what the Home Office/security
services will propose. Almost certainly,
this will involve some severe restrictions
on both VFR and IFR operations over and
near the main games venues. While we
can sympathise with members who suffer
disruption as a result of this, it is simply
not a viable policy to oppose outright such
measures. The Olympic Games are seen
by many as being of national importance,
and ensuring that they pass off without
some dreadful 9/11 incident is of prime
importance to all those involved in General
Aviation; even at the expense of some over
regulation for the limited time period of the
games. Of course, we will seek to ensure that
flying restrictions applied are as reasonable
and proportionate as possible, but we
cannot oppose them outright as a matter of
principle.

Assistance

Going back to non-renewing members, the
one that stumped me this year was someone
who told me that he had joined because he
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had heard that flying IFR was so difficult
that he must join PPL/IR Europe as this
would instantly solve all problems involved
with instrument flying. He went on to tell
me that he gained his IR rating last year,
and since then, he had done around 30 IFR
flights. These were so straightforward to
route prepare, file via AFPex and fly, that he
did not need our assistance any more. ‘Well
done that man’ was my immediate reaction,
followed by ‘How many of these flights were
on repetitive routes’ – answer ‘Most’. Well,
if that individual’s flying develops towards
more adventurous destinations, then I will
wager that he will be back with us before
long, as my view is that the Forum is the
best bit you get for your membership fee.
There is an immense amount of free advice
to be had there ranging from training issues,
what aircraft is best for particular mission
profiles, strange destinations in far flung
foreign parts and whether or not avgas
exists, use of the latest gadgetry and so on.
All this information available at a mouse
click. The convention that we all use our
own names to post helps ensure a reasonable
debating level not always seen on other
fora. Of course, seeking information relies
on other members putting it on the Forum
in the first place. In the case of ‘Airfield
Notes’ keeping it updated with the latest
information, particularly on fuel availability,
all takes time. So please look upon updating
Forum topics, especially if you know of out
of date information, as a pleasant duty of
membership for the benefit of the
membership as a whole.
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Flying in formation with Spitfires and
Hurricanes, continued from Page 

around all the islands of the British Isles.
This was partly to enter the Dawn to Dusk
Challenge, but also partly to raise funds
and awareness for Flying Scholarships for
the Disabled. So it was that we made it part
of our trip to take four Scholars with us
- one per aircraft. Between leaving Jersey at
04:27 and ending up in Shetland at 21:15,
we managed to get a huge amount of both
publicity and sponsorship for FSD; enough
for three full scholarships.

BBMF
For the following summer of 2010, we
wanted to do something to follow up on the
triumphs of the previous year. As 2010 was
the 70th Anniversary year of the Battle of
Britain, it seemed obvious to do something
related to that. Our first idea was to visit
all the BoB airfields which are still active,
but our thoughts were interrupted by a very
generous offer from the Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight (BBMF). BBMF are great
supporters of FSD – apart from anything
else they fund one full scholarship a year.
They already had plans to visit or overfly the
principle airfields of “The Battle”, including
press stopovers in Duxford and Biggin Hill.
They invited FSD to nominate an aircraft
to join them in formation into those venues,
and share in the opportunities for publicity.
There was a proviso, however. They did not
like the way some fund-raising aircraft end
up looking like Formula One racing cars,
with different sponsors’ messages covering
every surface and every angle. They said
that for the photos to work and give FSD
the fillip they need, the aircraft should be
solid white with just a large FSD logo. They
also specified that the aircraft should be
capable of 140-150kts in formation. I was
very lucky in three respects. Firstly that I
had an aircraft that exactly fitted the bill,
secondly that it was crying out for a respray,
and finally that I share it with someone,
Ilya Kazi, (also a PPL/IR Europe member),
who was willing to help FSD. He not
only arranged to have the aircraft decked
out in FSD colours, but also negotiated
with his company, Mathys and Squire
Patent Attorneys, to sponsor the respray.
Additionally, we received sponsorship from
local companies, Falcon Flying Services and
Larchfield Graphics, to pay for the creation
and application of the markings.
We had hoped at the start that we would
be able to take both Battle of Britain
veterans and an FSD Scholar with us on
the trip. However, it turned out that all
the veterans were going to be busy on the
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day, being entertained at the Cabinet War
Rooms and at Northolt. At this point, Sqn
Ldr Ian Smith (Smithy), the Commanding
Officer of BBMF, came to the rescue. One
of the BBMF Spitfires, Mk IIa, P7350, the
oldest airworthy Spitfire in the world, and
the only one still flying that actually fought
in the Battle of Britain, is painted up as the
aircraft flown by Geoffrey Wellum in The
Battle. Also in the planned formation was
to be Peter Vacher’s Hurricane, R4118 UPW. UP-W was flown in 1940 by another
great Battle veteran and author, Bob Foster.
Smithy’s plan was to get Geoffrey and Bob
up in the air and to have photographs taken
of them accompanied by ‘their’ fighters.
He asked me, as a favour, if I would mind
having Bob and Geoffrey in the back, and a
Spitfire and a Hurricane on my wingtips. It
rather reminded me of the days when people
gave me a state of the art business jet to play
with, let me fly it and gave me money for
doing so. When people ask you for favours
like that you just have to be careful not to
choke on their hands as you bite them off!
The next bit of good luck was that the most
convenient place to pick up the veterans was
to be RAF Northolt. Northolt is normally a
very exclusive airfield, reserved for Royalty,
visiting dignitaries and Government
ministers. I had been there before as a
professional pilot in a jet, carrying members
of the Cabinet, but for little LIZZie to be
invited there was a real honour.

Nathan Doidge

In the meantime, we wanted to find an
FSD Scholar and a celebrity to help us make
the most of the media opportunities on the
day itself. The Scholar we chose was the
extraordinary Nathan Doidge. Nathan has
severe Cerebral Palsy as a result of perinatal
oxygen starvation. His brain is not only fully
functioning, but exceptionally intelligent
and talented. His body, however, is rather
a mess. He cannot walk unaided, and even
then, does so with considerable difficulty. He
has limited control over his hands and arms
and his speech is very distorted; though he
can be understood with careful and patient
listening. When he was born, his parents
were advised by the doctors to put him in a
home, forget him and make another, as he
would always be a useless burden. Nathan,
who is now in his early thirties, decided
that his life’s mission would be to prove the
doctors wrong and he dedicates himself to
doing things that most able bodied people
Anyone who has not read Geoffrey’s book ‘First
Light’ should make it a priority to do so; it is
one of the finest aviation books ever written.
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would baulk at. He drives all over the
country from his home in Cornwall in a
vehicle that he has had converted for his use
from a minibus. He cannot use a standard
motor-home, as he needs a hoist and other
access mechanisms, so he designed and
had built exactly what he needs. He thinks
nothing of driving up from Cornwall to
Lasham, Epsom or Biggin Hill (it is difficult
to understand how surprising that is,
without meeting him). He also water-skis;
again, quite remarkable you think when you
meet him. Nathan’s first passion is, however,
flying. He started with a scholarship from
FSD, and then continued with the British
Disabled Flying Association, now renamed
Aerobility. He recently received anonymous
sponsorship to finish his NPPL. It is thought
that once he completes his NPPL, (which
should be this spring or summer, depending
on the weather), he will be the most disabled
person to hold a licence, certainly in the
UK, possibly the world. Nathan lives his life
with huge fortitude, courage and infectious
humour; it is a real honour and privilege
to meet and work with him. You can see
him in action at http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=kjNBoIzSfIs. When we
proposed to Nathan, at the annual FSD
Awards Ceremony at RIAT, that he might
just like to join us with the Spitfires and
Hurricanes, he did the closest he can get
to jumping at the opportunity. That left us
with the hunt for a celebrity to bring in the
cameras. I was at school with, and friends
with, Bruce Dickinson, the Rock star turned
airline pilot. He was the obvious person to
have along for a jaunt like this, and he too
jumped at the chance. His schedule was
truly bruising, involving Liege the day before
and Barcelona the day after, but he really
bust a gut to arrange to get to Duxford in
time for the first press call.

Northolt

So the scene was set for a spectacular couple
of days. The brief hop from Biggin to
Northolt was via Brent in lovely sunshine.
Our reception at Northolt was from a very
grand looking young RAF officer covered in
gold braid and smiles, who seemed genuinely
honoured to have Geoffrey and Bob on
his passenger manifest. Both the veterans
turned out to be charming, each in their
own way. Bob is very self effacing and finds
the limelight somewhat uncomfortable, I
think. He seems to be of the ‘we just did
what we had to do’ school, and does not
brag of his DFC and his many victories.
Geoffrey is impish and more of a showman
than Bob and his communication skills, so
evident from his book, come over ► 20
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very clearly whenever he speaks. After using the royal bog,
we set off. Geoffrey and Bob simply couldn’t believe the amount
of r/t traffic it took to arrange our taxying, take-off and departure.
‘We just started the motor, taxied out and took off, checking that
there was no red flare,’ they said, ‘what a load of fuss about nothing.’
Nevertheless, they seemed genuinely delighted to be back in the air,
flying in a ‘real’ aeroplane.

pictures. We were sorry to bid goodbye to Bob and Geoffrey back at
Northolt. One cannot fail but have huge respect for these venerable
men, with the skills and courage to fight bravely for their country
and then the ability to communicate what it was like to future
generations. It was interesting to see them both on the many TV
programmes that week about the Battle, being as natural on camera
as off.

On arrival at Coningsby, we were greeted at by a variety of news
media, who wanted to interview the vets. BBMF staged a little
‘scramble’ for the cameras, all dressed up in their sheepskins and
leather helmets. Our briefing was as precise and detailed as one
would expect of the military. They leave nothing to chance, and
every manoeuvre and every detail of every manoeuvre is delivered
in a crisp, no-nonsense way, followed by a quick ‘Questions?’ before
moving on to the next. If you are not used to all the jargon and have
to work it out as it arises, the brain will be going full tilt trying to
keep up. My role however was not complicated. ‘Be in the right place
at the right time and fly in the right direction for the right length of
time’ just about summed it up.

The next day we swapped the military heroes for civilian ones.
Nathan had driven up the night before, and had already impressed
us with his strength of purpose, resilience and humour. Bruce met
us at Duxford. Having spent a little time with the press, we set off to
meet the BBMF flight to the southeast of Cambridge. They turned
up bang on schedule and, with the two Spitfires on one wing and
the two Hurricanes on the other, we led them into the Duxford
overhead. As briefed, we then hid away to the North while they
did a short display for the cameras (to the discomfort of Duxford
authorities, who claim never to have been told that this was the plan).
Then, due to the weather, they disappeared off to North Weald. The
weather at Duxford turned out to be a double edged sword. On the
downside, the crosswind was outside the ‘baby’ Spit’s limit, hence the
BBMF not landing, to the chagrin of the waiting press. On the plus
side, it meant that the press had to focus their attention on Nathan
and Bruce. Both of them held the large number of assembled
reporters and cameramen in the palms of their hands, explaining
why FSD was so important enabling people like Nathan to realise
their potential. The ensuing coverage was formidable. Such coverage
is, of course, vital not only to FSD’s fundraising, but, equally
important, to getting the message out to potential Scholars that the
opportunity exists for them. Moving on to Biggin Hill, the weather
there was even worse, and the assembled press much greater. None of
the Flight was able to land, and we ourselves had to scrape down the
ILS. Again, we got some good attention, but it was a shame that the
TV audience did not get the display they had been trailed to expect.
A little later in the day, however, one of the Spitfires and Peter
Vacher’s Hurricane did manage to get in, after the Central London
flypast. Most of the press had disappeared, but we laid on a little fun
for those still there; a low level, um, ‘low approach and go around’,
with the Aztec in the lead and the Hurricane in tight formation. A
lovely end to a fabulous day.
So, what more could one ask of life? Mixing it with Spitfires and
Hurricanes, meeting great military, literary and rock heroes, as well
as a real hero in the fight against disability discrimination, and being
able to justify it all in the name of a tremendous charity. And all for
a lick of paint.
If you wish to know more about Flying Scholarships for
the Disabled, or to contribute to their funds, please visit
www.toreachforthesky.org.uk.

Battle of Britain style just like the movies
So we took off and loitered as instructed and after a few minutes
were greeted by a sight I will never forget. Peeling off, in a classic
Battle of Britain style, and bearing down on us, was a formation
of Hurricanes and Spitfires. It is really difficult to encapsulate the
feeling of seeing this manoeuvre ‘from the receiving end’. Saying ‘it
was just like the movies’ is to belittle it. It was just like the movies, but
it was real! The next twenty minutes were rather frustrating for me. I
was concentrating so much on keeping the aircraft straight and level
(on what was turning out to be a rather bubbly, bouncy day), that I
could rarely afford a glance over my shoulder. Every time I did look,
my whole field of vision was filled with one classic fighter or another,
and I would have loved to have spent the whole flight just looking at
them. However, my instructions were precise and I had to execute
them precisely. Meanwhile another Aztec danced around us taking
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